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  	Find and order a Rostra camera system with our all-new Vision Cross-Reference Tool by clicking here.
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Set your speed at the touch of a button! Once selected, a Global Cruise ® cruise control system constantly measures changes in engine loading and vehicle speed in order to maintain a set speed on the highway. Easily set the controls and avoid unintended speeding. To slow down or accelerate, you don't even have to touch the pedal. While column-mounted stalk-style control switches are available, dashboard surface-mount control switches provide the same functionality wherever it's most convenient!



	
	
	




Multiple control switch options!


Rostra's cruise control switches have been designed with the highest level of quality and have been tested and validated for use with the 250-1223 universal cruise control system. Please note that we do not recommend using any other brand of cruise control switch with a Rostra Global Cruise system as doing so may result in unintended cruise control operation, and invalidates any warranty provided with your cruise control system.


Rostra Cruise Controls are manufactured in the U.S.A. by the company that pioneered the development of cruise control technology.


Product Features


Designed to work with any vehicle incorporating the use of a mechanically-operated throttle, a Rostra Universal Cruise offers a great deal of flexibility when it comes to adding a cruise control system to your vehicle.  Whether you're restoring a classic hot-rod, prepping the family minivan for holiday traveling or looking to save on the cost of fuel for your motorhome, a universal cruise control from Rostra is the only way to go!



  	Improved Operation
	Set Speed
	Coast/Reduce Speed
	Resume/ Accelerate
	Tap-Up, 1 MPH per tap
	Tap-Down, 1 MPH per tap
	Controlled Resume Rate
	Closer, More Accurate Control of Set Speed 


  
  	Enhanced Adaptability
	Works with 3, 4, 5, 6 or 8 Cylinders
	Select ECM, AC Generator, Magnets, or Pulse Sender as VSS *
	Select Square or Sine Wave Speed Signal Source
	Select Acceleration Rate
	Select Gain Control
	Select Manual or Automatic Transmission
	Select Open Circuit or Closed Circuit Engagement Switches




  	Enhanced Features
	Modular Design
	Removable Wiring Harness with Locking Device
	Redesigned Water Sealing
	Neutral Safety Switch (NSS) Compatible
	Cruise Engaged Output (Ground Signal When Engaged)
	Self Diagnostic


 
  	Easier Installation
	No Vacuum Required
	Smaller Module
	New Connectors with Positive Contact and Lock
	No Clutch Switch Needed (except Diesel)
	VSS (Vehicle Speed Sensor) Wire Already in Harness
	Compatible with Neutral Safety
	Compatible with Distributor-less Ignition Systems
	Compatible with Direct Fire Ignition Systems



* Rostra Global Cruise will not accept input from a tachometer to provide a vehicle speed signal.


Selecting Global Cruise Components for Installation


The Rostra Global Cruise universal cruise control system is designed to adapt to almost all automobiles that use a mechanically-operated throttle control system where an accelerator cable is present.  Please use the Vehicle Search at the top of this page to find your specific vehicle listing, or use the guidelines below to select a cruise control system for your hot rod or street car custom vehicle build.



	Step 1: Global Cruise Selection 
 Part Number: 250-1223

	
	Part number 250-1223 (photos below) includes the universal Global Cruise servo motor, throttle cable, universal mounting brackets, wiring harness and hardware package for making electrical and throttle control connections. The servo motor mounts in the vehicle's engine bay.





	Step 2: Control Switch Selection 
 Part Number: Various

	
	At Rostra, we currently offer 15 different control switch options for engaging the Global Cruise system while driving. Click here to select a universal or specific control switch for your vehicle. Any cruise control switch from Rostra will adapt to the Global Cruise system.





	Step 3: Providing Vehicle Speed Signal 
 Part Number: Various

	
	The Global Cruise system can adapt to pre-existing VSS input signals between 2,000 and 38,600 Pulses Per Mile (PPM). We also offer the 250-4165 magnetic VSS generator for speedometer cable-equipped vehicles, and the inline 250-4160 for early General Motors transmissions. 





	Step 4: Speed Signal Divider 
 Part Number: Various

	
	While many vehicles provide an electronic vehicle speed signal that the Global Cruise system can use to determine highway speed, in some instances this signal is out of range and needs to be reduced to be safely interpreted. In cases such as this, Rostra offers part numbers 250-4369 and 250-4379 to reduce the onboard VSS by 50% and 75%, respectively. Once the out-of-range signal has been reduced, the built-in programming switches on the cruise control servo can be dialed-in for the appropriate speed setting and smooth highway driving.





	Step 5: Clutch Disengagement Switch 
 Part Number: 250-4206 (M/T Only)

	
	Modern vehicles that are equipped with a manual transmission generally include a clutch disengagement switch to provide a neutral safety signal to the vehicle's onboard computer, or provide a usable tachometer signal to detect excessive engine revs.   Installation forms 4428 and 4429 can help determine if these signals are presently available on your vehicle. The Global Cruise system can adapt to these devices to disengage itself when the clutch pedal is depressed, or Rostra's 250-4206 can be installed to provide this important safety feature when no NSS information is available.






	Step 6: Brake Pedal Signals 
 Part Number: 250-4382

	
	While the included primary wiring harness of the Global Cruise system includes wire leads meant to be attached to both the 'hot' and 'cold' sides of the brake pedal sensor to disengage the cruise control when the brake pedal is depressed,  the proper ground signal is no longer present when a vehicle has been outfitted with LED lighting accessories such as LED brake lights. In a case like this, a 5-prong automotive relay must be used to provide the ground signal to cancel the cruise control once engaged. This relay and component wiring harness are available as part number 250-4382.




Step 7: Purchasing a Global Cruise System



Global Cruise universal cruise control systems and associated adapters are sold through authorized product distributors throughout The United States and Canada, as well as through select international distributors in countries around the world.  For purchasing information, or to locate a local retailer or installation facility, please contact us online or call our customer service department by dialing (800) 782-3379, Monday - Friday, 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM EST.  To learn more about Rostra and our cruise control manufacturing facilities located in Orlando, FL, please click here.


Global Cruise Photos and Installation Instructions




250-1223
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Installation Manuals


[image: Universal Aftermarket Electronic Cruise Control Application and Installation Manual]
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Universal Aftermarket Cruise Control Service Parts




250-2214


Global Cruise Hardware


 [image: Rostra 250-2214 Global Cruise Mounting Hardware]
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250-2316


Cruise Control Module


 [image: Rostra 250-2316 Global Cruise Control Module]
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250-2317


Cruise Harness Assembly


 [image: Rostra 250-2317 Global Cruise Wire Harness Assembly]
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250-3607


43" Cruise Cable Assembly


 [image: 250-3607 43-inch Cruise Cable Assembly]
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250-3700


Cable Bracket Assembly


 [image: Rostra 250-3700 Cable Bracket Assembly]
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Global Cruise Accessories and Service Parts




250-3093


Replacement Magnets, 10-pack


 [image: Rostra 250-3093 Replacement Magnets, 10-pack]
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250-3096


Magnet Package with Tie Strap


 [image: Rostra 250-3096 Magnet Package with Tie Strap]
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250-3372


Replacement Clutch Switch


 [image: Rostra 250-3372 Replacement Clutch Switch]
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250-4153


Speed Signal Generator


 [image: Rostra 250-4153 Speed Signal Generator with Extension Cable]
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250-4160


Speed Signal Generator


 [image: Rostra 250-4160 Speed Signal Generator]
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250-4165


Speed Signal Generator


 [image: Rostra 250-4165 Speed Signal Generator]
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250-4184


T-Bar Adaptor


 [image: Rostra 250-4184 T-Bar Adaptor]
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250-4206


Clutch Disengagement Switch

 [image: Rostra 250-4160 Universal Clutch Disengagement Switch]
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250-4369


VSS Divider (Divide By 2)


 [image: Rostra 250-4369 VSS Divider (Divide By 2)]
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250-4379


VSS Divider (Divide By 4)


 [image: Rostra 250-4379 VSS Divider (Divide By 4)]
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250-4382


Relay Package


 [image: Rostra 250-4382 Relay Package]
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Frequently Asked Questions


Global Cruise Application





Q: Can I install Rostra's Global Cruise system on a motorcycle or ATV?


A: At Rostra, we love seeing the inventive ways in which our customers apply products that we manufacture to a variety applications. But, while a number of online forums exist that detail the multitude of installation options for our products on non-passenger vehicle modes of transportation, due to safety concerns surrounding these installations, we do not actively support these applications. Our technical support is provided through extensive real-world testing that at this time does not include working with said vehicles.


Q: When installing Rostra's Global Cruise system, can I mount the cruise control servo motor to the vehicle's engine?


A: When selecting a mounting location for your Global Cruise servo motor, it is best to take into consideration the deteriorating effects heat and vibration have on all vehicle electronics. Because of the amount of heat generated by a vehicle's engine and exhaust manifolds, we recommend mounting the Global Cruise servo motor as far from these two as possible as heat and vibration damage to the motor can result in our standard 3-year/36,000 mile warranty being voided. For a list of places that we do not recommend, please see below:



		Underneath the vehicle's fender exposed to the elements
	Underneath the vehicle itself exposed to road debris
	Directly to the vehicle's engine with heat and vibration
	In any location with the cable points towards the ground






		Near sharp, hot, or moving objects (pulleys, CV shafts, etc...)
	Near the vehicle's ignition coil (no closer than 10" (255mm)
	Within the passenger compartment (see Q/A below)
	Where it will interfere with vehicle maintenance/service checks.





Q: Can I permanently mount Rostra's Global Cruise servo motor on the inside of my vehicle?


A: The short answer - Yes, this is a possibility.  While mounting the Global Cruise servo motor within the passenger cabin is certainly an option, installers are warned that the motor itself makes a fair amount of noise as it pulls the vehicle's throttle back and forth to maintain highway speeds.  While hot rod owners may never notice the sound of the motor, more modern vehicles that include ample sound dampening from road noise likely will.


Q: The throttle cable attached to Rostra's Global Cruise servo motor is too long for my application. Can I cut it?


A: No. Cutting the throttle cable attached to the Global Cruise servo motor due to its length is highly inadvisable as it can directly impact the throttle cable's ability to move freely into and out of the servo motor.  Instead, the servo motor can be mounted in such a way that the cable can be looped to create a shorter distance. Please note that this loop must have greater than a 6-inch diameter.


Q: Do I need to connect the Dark Blue Tachometer (TACH) or Light Green Neutral Safety (NSS) wires from the Global Cruise system's main wiring harness for cruise control operation?


A: While neither the Tachometer Signal wire (for manual transmission vehicles) or Neutral Safety wire (for automatic transmission vehicles) need to be connected for cruise control operation, we highly advise that they are as they provide over-rev protection by disengaging the cruise control system in situations where the engine could be accidentally "knocked" into neutral while driving (NSS/automatic transmission), or when the clutch pedal is depressed (TACH/manual transmission).


Global Cruise Accessories





Q: My vehicle is not equipped with an electronic vehicle speed sensor (VSS). Can I still install Rostra's Global Cruise system?


A: Absolutely! The Global Cruise provides an incredibly dynamic way of controlling speed on vehicles equipped with a mechanically-operated throttle - whether or not they include a pre-existing and/or usable VSS. For vehicles that fall into this category, we manufacture a number of speed signal generators that tell our cruise control how fast your vehicle is moving so that it can effectively hold the speed for you. For Chrysler/Mopar and Chevrolet vehicles manufactured anywhere from the early 1950's to late 1980's (when electronic VSS became standard), we offer part number 250-4160 - a device that is installed between the transmission and speedometer cable to generate a usable speed signal. For vehicles where underbody space is an issue and the transmission rests closely to a crossmember or the vehicle's body, we also offer the same equipment with a speedometer cable extension as part number 250-4153. For Ford and all other vehicle makes, we offer part number 250-4165 - a sensor that attaches to the vehicle's body and a package of magnets that attach to the vehicle's driveshaft or CV shaft. When the shaft spins and the magnet(s) pass by the sensor, a speed signal is generated. 





Rostra cruise control systems are only validated on vehicles available in the United States and Canada.


For the best in driving experience, choose a cruise control from Rostra, the leader in cruise control technology. Contact us today for purchasing information.
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			Rostra is a leading manufacturer of automotive comfort, safety, and convenience accessories including electronic cruise control systems, vehicle speed limiters, backup camera relocation kits, LED lighting, exterior vehicle camera systems, automotive lumbar supports and seat heaters, driver alert systems, and more.

			
			Rostra:

				2351 J. Lawson Blvd.

				Orlando, FL, 32824
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			WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS SAY

			
					
						
								
								
								" Just what I needed for my 1962 Thunderbird! Before installing this, I would get leg cramps holding the throttle constant while cruising, I swear the throttle return spring was originally a bed spring. Installed this beauty before taking my trip down RT 66 in 2015. Finally, 7500 miles in comfort!"

								

								
								Jim H. - United States

								250-1223 Universal Electronic Cruise Control

								

								
	
									
									"This is great. It installed pretty easily. I put it on my F-350 so I can park easier since my front camera is obstructed my LED lights and a light bar. I easily installed the sensors in the air dam below the bumper."

									

									
									Schawn D. - United States

									Forward-Facing Parking Sensor System

									

									
	
										
										"This installed very easily. I highly recommend it for anyone who needs this feature to make their car seat more comfortable. But this does require a high level of car handy skills, as you need to significantly disassemble a car seat."

										

										
										Sam G. - United States

										Universal Lumbar Support System

										

										
	
											
											"I installed this in a 2018 RZR RS one. I ride in the winter and have only a windshield. I installed the seat heater and it keeps me very warm."

											

											
											Ron B. - United States

											Universal Seat Heater

											

											
	
												
												"Once installed, the Jeep is more noticeable as one would expect. This is a very good safety upgrade--I was surprised DRL's were not standard on Wranglers. I have had compliments from other Wrangler owners."

												

												
												Chessie T. - United States

												Jeep Wrangler LED Fender DRL
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			NEWSLETTER

			
			Be the first to know about special promotions and product updates. Enter your email and subscribe to our newsletter.
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